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A. PERSONAL DETAILS

A.1 Name

Fábio Dias

A.2 Date of birth (DD/MM/YYYY)

11/02/1999

A.3 Country of citizenship

Portugal
Map It

A.4 Country of residence

Portugal
Map It

B. COMPANY DETAILS

B.1 Name

ALA D'ARTISTAS - ASSOCIAÇÃO CULTURAL E ARTÍSTICA

B.2 Year of foundation or beginning of professional artistic career

2020

B.3 Portrait or company’s picture

ALA-EXT1.png

B.4 Address

Rua Principal
27
Casais de Matos 2480-058 Calvaria de Cima
Portugal
Map It

B.5 Phone

+00351919701849

B.6 Email

aladartistas@gmail.com

Digital Platforms

Website

http://www.aladartistas.org

Facebook

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Portugal
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Portugal
https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/index.php?gf-download=2021%2F10%2FALA-EXT1.png&form-id=1&field-id=28&hash=89136e50c5aa09f1c64bf11dbc4218433a51950d58aaa7f305d8ba55f7ad1c63
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Rua+Principal+27+Casais+de+Matos+2480-058+Calvaria+de+Cima+Portugal
mailto:aladartistas@gmail.com
http://www.aladartistas.org/
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http://www.facebook.com/aladartistas

Instagram

http://www.instagram.com/aladartistas/

Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnU0qR_NVnh-t7ZpaGNtG9w

Other

https://www.redecultura2027.pt/pt/agentes-culturais/ala-dartistas--associacao-cultural-e-artistica

C. ARTISTIC WORK

C.1 Choose the artistic field(s) your work most closely relates to:

Theatre

C.2 Have you had previous experience creating abroad?

Yes

If yes, where?

2021/Brazil/Close - Formação Artística
2019/United States of America/EF International Campuses
2018/Spain/Acción-Escena

C.3 Have you had previous experience touring abroad?

No

C.4 Usual target audiences

Children (3-12)
Youth (13-25)
Adults (26-65)
Senior (>65)

C.5 Presentation/biography/artist statement, including a brief description of your main motivations when creating, as well
as an overview of your international career (when applicable).

http://www.facebook.com/aladartistas
http://www.instagram.com/aladartistas/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnU0qR_NVnh-t7ZpaGNtG9w
https://www.redecultura2027.pt/pt/agentes-culturais/ala-dartistas--associacao-cultural-e-artistica
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Fábio Dias (22 years old) Actor, producer, director and playwright born in Porto de Mós, he graduated in Theatre at Escola
Superior de Artes e Design das Caldas da Rainha, in which he concluded his internship at Teatro José Lúcio da Silva, in
Leiria. He graduated in Physical Theatre with Pablo Baldor, in Acción-Escena, Madrid; he specialized in Sketch Comedy and
Writing Production in San Diego Point Loma, California, in which he developed his work "BERILO". With the work influences
of Joana Craveiro from Teatro do Vestido, Claúdia Andrade and Tim Etchells, created the work "Afrodisíaco" focused on
Community Theatre, in the United Arab Emirates, Dubai and Abu Dhabi; Trained in Actor Direction, in ACT, with the director
António Ferreira.
At the moment he is a Metric in Theatre with specialization in Production in the Superior School of Theatre and Cinema
(former conservatory). He is co-founder of ALA D'ARTISTAS, in which he created and produced several projects, namely
"ABISMO" in Festival NOVO PALCO in Alcobaça; "A Culpa é da Mãe" by Ana Carolina Ribeiro, in Cineteatro de Porto de Mós
and in Close Festival de Teatro de Minas Gerais, in Brazil; "SÍNDROME DO CAOS" an experimental performance in the
collective's headquarters. He also acted as co-producer in "E se fosses tu?" in the initiative "54' - fifty four minutes", promoted
by União de freguesias de Marrazes e Barosa; and as scenographer in the project "Baile dos Pastorinhos" organized by
Associação Folclórica da Região de Leiria e Alta Estremadura. He has the motivation to go deeper into the strands of artistic
creation, both in Theatre and Audiovisual. ALA D'ARTISTAS is an attempt to unite the two worlds of arts (public and artists)
With its connection to the cultural programming with Culturgest, CCB, Companhia Maior, Escola da Noite intends to bring the
readings of these territories and adapt them to the urgencies of the Litoral Oeste region, promoting a bigger harmony and
place for debate to the several cultural agents, artists and interested by the art in the region, and mainly in the councils where
it dynamizes its work.
Currently, in partnership with FDF, Lda and ALA D'ARTISTAS, he is the creator and trainer of the course +Teatro+Cinema, a
professional training project certified by DGERT and recognised by the Ministry of Culture as a project of cultural relevance. 

Lívia Dias (23 years old) Actress, singer and pedagogical trainer. Born in Goiânia, Brazil, she arrived in Portugal during her
childhood. At the moment, she is a final year student in Theatre at Escola Superior de Artes e Design and co-founder of ALA
D'ARTISTAS. She has been participating as an interpreter and assistant director in ALA D'ARTISTAS productions.
She has become interested in music, in which she has been developing small projects with emerging artists. Livia is a trainer
in the project +Teatro+Cinema, focusing on the modules of Voice, Body Awareness of the Actor, Sound Design and Project
Design. 
In the future, she intends to strengthen ties across borders with Brazil, through ALA D'ARTISTAS. 

Alexandra Neto (22 years old) made her debut in the world of the arts as a clarinettist in the band Filarmónica Ressurreição
de Mira. Simultaneously to this activity she practiced ballet in the academy Pés de Cena having concluded the pre-
intermediate degree. She joined the Musicians Union of Mira in the year 2012, as 2nd clarinetist, under the direction of Joana
Costa.
The theatrical component appears at age 14 in the Jobra Conservatory of Music where she finished the professional course in
Performing Arts - Interpretation. Interpreting several plays such as Master Ubu by Alfred Jarry; Six characters in search of an
author by Luigi Pirandello
and Misery of the III Reich by Bertolt Brecht, among others. Still in the theatre, he attended a course of GrETUA, where she
integrated the cast of the play Cais, directed by the directors Bruno and Nuno dos Bruno e Nuno dos Reis.
In 2017, aware of the constant need for learning and development in the Arts, she started her degree in Theatre - Variant
Interpretation at Escola Superior de Música e Performing Arts (ESMAE) having finished in 2020. In this time yacht she has
interpreted plays
as The war to end all wars under the direction of Graeme Pulleyn; The street Paulo Calatré; Marat Sade directed by Dinarte
Branco and Semen est verbum dei directed by António Durães.
Recently, within the scope of a programme promoted by the Portuguese Institute for Sports and Juventude (IPDJ), he
conceived and developed the show Miragem, um olhar artístico e plástico which was about the themes and experiences
present in the Territory Museum of Gândara.
Nowadays, at the Academy of Arts Allegr'arte she is a teacher of Dramatic Expression and one of the coordinators of the
Project Berço.

C.6 Has your work previously entailed participatory practices?

Yes

How has it been developed?
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The +Theatre+Cinema course is a certified professional training project recognised by DGERT and the Ministry of Culture, co-
produced with FDF, Lda (entity certified in the Performing Arts and Audiovisuals) open to the whole community. 
The project takes place in three bordering territories: Porto de Mós, Alcobaça and Leiria. 
The project is designed to strengthen ties between the different age groups of the course classes, as the groups are made up
of individuals aged between 8 and 80. 
The fact that there is no market offer in certifying training in the arts for free, ALA D'ARTISTAS believes that the programme is
able to cover innovative techniques and practices in Theatre and Cinema to the different groups of the project. In this way,
they will be able to approach the artistic context, replicate it autonomously and reflect critically about the themes and concepts
dealt with in the training.
To provide the community with basic knowledge in the area of theatre and cinema with specific notions in the area of
interpretation, production and creation of artistic contents, both for stage and chamber, in order to promote the development
and training of new artists in the central region. In this way, the training offer will contribute to cultural decentralization and
democratization, as well as the formation of new audiences and creative niches, in an attempt to social inclusion.
The project focuses on the creation of transdisciplinary theatre and cinema nuclei with the aim of strengthening the
cultural offer in the locality with monthly thematic programming and occasional events on a regional level as a final exercise of
the
final exercise of the training cycles.
With the intensive theatre and cinema workshops, participants will have better knowledge in the areas of
conception, production and interpretation in theatre and audiovisual projects.
being a practical workshop for professional practice in the areas in question, the initiative will contribute to the
awakening and/or development of emerging artists in the region in order to enhance cultural democratization and
formation of new publics.
The project presented is based on the general lines of action of the Ministry of Culture, namely
dissemination and promotion of arts and entertainment, decentralization seeking to bring the art to the
public that is located outside the major cultural centres.
also the training and sensitization of new audiences are the basic source of the project to be developed by this entity.

C.7 Has your work previously involved site-specific / local contexts-inspired practices?

No

In what ways do you foresee your creative work to be sensible to/affected by local contexts?
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With a brief start of activity, ALA D'ARTISTAS intends to stand out regionally but also nationally in the offer of artistic
production and reception of the active and potential active in the sector, given the difficulties of the market and the needs of
the active in the sector.
ALA D'ARTISTAS as an entity promoting professional qualification and awareness of the arts and the promotion of artistic
activities, is aware of the impact that its intervention has on the ability to transform subjects, making them better professionals
and with higher quality levels of life.
The training is a mutual commitment between the promoting and training entities that compromise the level and quality of the
training and the motivated and responsible trainee who assumes a conscious commitment based on his professional
qualification.
ALA D'ARTISTAS' emerging projects aim to initiate and expand research activities in the field of the arts and the training of
the sector's agents. It intends to finance its training activity, to be certified in the short term, and to involve all its associates,
professionals and amateurs, extending the initial training offer from a regional to a national level. The training project thus
consists of training in the arts sector, including all those who have an interest in participating in cultural and artistic activities,
on a professional and non-professional basis. ALA D'ARTISTAS aims to welcome active and potential actives in the arts
sector and all those who intend to participate and/or develop cultural and artistic projects, regardless of age and purpose of
participation (professional or amateur). It bets on the globalization of knowledge and on providing services that allow all
subjects to have equal opportunities, betting on the improvement of working conditions, serving as a mediator between
cultural entities and artists / potential artists. ALA D'ARTISTAS is concerned not only with those who seek opportunities in the
arts, but also with the population in general which does not always have access to culture.
The Association has a social nature in that it is concerned with the integration of its associates in cultural and artistic projects,
amateur or professional, and making them available to the community in general, providing equal access to culture for all.
With capabilities that enable the integration of people in the community, bringing them closer, either access to culture, as it
also intends to create innovative responses that meet social needs, contributing to quality of life and social inclusion.
ALA D'ARTISTAS has the necessary tools to enhance skills and help each of its associates to reach the levels of success that
they set for themselves, and beyond them, to dream of new goals and achievements, through the enhancement of individual
and collective skills, which are only possible through a mutual commitment between both parties concerned, a relevant
training because "the greatest risk in life is to do nothing" (Marta Medeiros).

C.8 Submit your portfolio (English version mandatory), including:

Submit your portfolio(Required)
The document should be named as follows: Name of artist or Company_COUNTRY.
You may merge different .pdfs into one, as long as you make sure the maximum size of the document is not exceeded.
Remember to enable access to full-length videos whenever needed.

ALA-DARTISTAS_PORTUGAL.pdf

C.9 Provide a link to a freely accessible promotional video of your work or a teaser to a specific production you deem
relevant/telling of your work.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ShIoMd510l0&ab_channel=ALAD%27ARTISTAS

D. MOTIVATION

D.1 How do you feel a transnational mobility experience, as provided within the current application, could benefit your
artistic career?

https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/index.php?gf-download=2021%2F10%2FALA-DARTISTAS_PORTUGAL.pdf&form-id=1&field-id=90&hash=23cbe0f9187448d6e78b7d41836cc8f3c95c3716ddfb93793fbac51f51af9228
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ShIoMd510l0&ab_channel=ALAD%27ARTISTAS
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It is essential for cultural diversity that artists can move between countries and broaden their notions. Travelling abroad allows
them to start new activities, develop creative capacity, exchange experiences and learn from other artists, and develop new
audiences. A way to develop cooperation, partnerships and networking during creative processes.
As one of ALA D'ARTISTAS' goals is to integrate various initiatives that allow alliances with emerging artists and artistic
communities, our group believes that this call is an added value to challenge ourselves as artistic receptacle and as
curators/creative intermediaries. 
Being ALA D'ARTISTAS composed of members from Portugal, Brazil, France and Germany, we believe it is a unique
opportunity to launch our careers in an aggregator project of such magnitude.

D.2 What does “Connecting Dots” mean to you? How do you see you/your artistic work may relate to the Tandem’s topic
and why might that be relevant (if you deem it to be the case)?

With "Connecting Dots" it is assumed that the interrelation between the other intermediaries, whether they are artists, host
entities, the surrounding community and the target audience. ALA D'ARTISTAS is interested in being part of a process of
research and creation focused on local cultures (in this case of Portugal and France) which allows a greater identity relation to
the project. Thus, the project would be emotionally of the community, feeling more integrated, respected, received and heard. 
Thinking about the possibility of creating a networked project, close to an artistic community, professionals, amateurs, groups
and/or independent artists, joining forces with the local community it is possible to create ideas, concepts and projects much
more meaningful, unique and with greater social 
ALA D'ARTISTAS has been relating to community projects focused on specific aspects of minority groups. As in the case of
the show "ABISMO" in 2020, a project entirely focused on urban legends and disseminated with documentary theatre by local
personalities, highlighting the theme of mental health; "A CULPA É DA MÃE" (2021) is also a project created with artists from
Portugal and Brazil, developed from research and interviews with new mothers; the project "AFRODISÍACO", although it is a
literary theatre project, was conceived through research of the community of women from Abu Dahbi and Dubai, highlighting
the problems of female objectification.
In this way, we believe that "Connecting Dots" is a tailor-made project where ALA D'ARTISTAS intends to value synergies and
preserve essences. 
Even though our group is recent, we believe that the artists who make it up have the professional and creative capacities to
carry out an initiative of extreme urgency: to create connections, perspectives and wills.

Terms of acceptance

Terms & Conditions and Privacy Terms

I accept Stronger Peripheries’ Terms & Conditions in full knowledge and willingly submit my application.
I am aware of and agree with the Privacy terms*

*Click here to check our Terms & Conditions

*Click here to check our Privacy Terms

Would you like to subscribe to Stronger Peripheries’ monthly (on average) newsletter?

Yes

Would you like to subscribe ARTEMREDE’S monthly (on average) newsletter?

Yes

Scoring

Average Score

0

https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/stronger_peripheries_terms__Conditions_v2_final.pdf
https://strongerperipheries.eu/privacy-terms/
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Notification October 21, 2021 at 11:34 am

Move to Folder October 21, 2021 at 11:34 am

Notification October 21, 2021 at 11:34 am

Notification October 21, 2021 at 11:34 am

Workflow October 21, 2021 at 11:34 am

Sent Notification: Validate submissions

Moved to folder: Pending (incomplete)

Sent Notification: Your application has been submitted!

Sent Notification: Your form has been submitted!

Workflow Submitted


